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Estimation of mechanical characteristics for timber to be used in fire
resistance testing of load bearing elements
Timber is a natural material with a very wide scatter in the mechanical characteristics. The strength
grading, and marking of the timber, is often made to suit the local market (you are not able to
produce timber of a certain grade, it becomes what it is). Therefore timber may have mechanical
properties that are much higher than what is declared. This can have a large impact on the results
from fire resistance tests if the load bearing capacity of the tested element is much higher compared
with the declared value from which the applied load has been established. Therefore it is important
that the timber to be used in fire resistance tests of load bearing structures is graded in such way
that its actual strength can be estimated. In the figure on next page the mechanical characteristics of
timber in the different strength grades are presented.

One of the two methods presented below can be used for the grading, i.e. either selection
through strength grading or selection through density measurement.
Selection through strength grading (visual or machine grading)
The timber must be graded in a two steps. In the first grading the timber is graded into the strength
class that is used for calculating the load to be applied in the fire resistance test. The timber that falls
into this class is then graded a second time, and in this grading to a strength class two steps above
the first grading. For instance, if the test is to be carried out with timber of strength class C24, the
first grading is done for C24. All timber that falls into the C24 grade is then graded for C30 (two steps
above C24). The timber that is graded as C30 or higher is then removed, and the remaining timber
will be of grade C24, but not higher than C30, and can thus be used in the fire resistance test.
Selection through density measurement
An alternative to strength grading is by measuring the density of the timber. The density is
determined from the weight of the individual timber elements and their dimensions. The timber to
be used in the fire shall have a density in the interval between the mean density of the grad below
the one to be tested and the mean density of the grade one step above the one to be tested. For
instance, if the grade to be used in the test is of grade C24, the density of each timber element in the
test specimen shall be within 410 < ρ < 450 kg/m3.
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